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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a method and apparatus for implementing a skipping mode in power sources, and, more particularly, implementing a skipping mode which is programmable.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Switched mode power supplies (SMPS) are used in many applications in consumer and other products. Low power SMPS, for example are used in television receivers, personal computers, facsimile machines, video cassette recorders, and computer monitors. These SMPS are typically based on flyback transformer technology, but can utilize other technologies as well.

[0003] Because of the heavy use of these power supplies in high volume consumer applications, standby or idle power consumption is of great importance, since the devices are operated in idle mode much of the time. Additionally industry recommendations of the permissible idle power consumption levels of such apparatus are becoming increasingly stringent. Furthermore, again because of the high volume applications for these power supplies, low cost and compact construction are also significant factors.

[0004] In general, power supply efficiency is extremely low at low power levels. The use of a skipping mode allows the power supply to continuously operate at a high power level. This is accomplished by transferring higher power packets from time to time so that the average supplied power equals the load demand. The higher the power of the energy packets, the higher the efficiency.

[0005] Unfortunately, the so-called "burst" mode operation has one major drawback: the risk of audible noise in the apparatus being powered. The most effective way to reduce this audible noise is to limit the peak current in this mode. The packet energy level must then be limited. Thus it is useful to have the capability of adjusting the skipping threshold, that is, the power demand threshold at which a new power packet is to be supplied to the load, as this allows obtaining the best compromise between low standby loss and acceptable noise in any application, since different applications have different tolerances for noise from the power supply.

[0006] SMPS generally work in either voltage mode or in current mode. The regulation of the output voltage and skipping function is controlled by an integrated circuit controller which controls the action of a power transistor in transferring energy form the primary inductor of a transformer to the output. In voltage mode, an error amplifier output controls a power switch on-time. In this case current cycles are skipped when the demanded on-time is lower than a certain level. The peak current varies with respect to the input voltage as follows:

\[ I_{pk} = \frac{V_{in} \cdot t_{on}}{L_p} \]

where: \( I_{pk} \) is the peak current
\( V_{in} \) is the rectified input voltage
\( t_{on} \) is the on-time
\( L_p \) is the transformer primary inductance

[0007] Therefore the peak current is proportional to the input voltage. If the skipping mode is implemented in a voltage mode controller, the peak current corresponding to the skipping threshold is proportional to the rectified input voltage.

[0008] In current mode, the error amplifier directly controls the peak current. In this case, current cycles are skipped when the peak current required by the error amplifier is lower than a chosen level. Consequently, the skipping threshold determines the skipping peak current. The current mode is, then, the operation mode that best fits the skipping mode technique, but the invention can also be used with a voltage mode circuit.

[0009] In both cases it is important to be able to program the skipping threshold. This feature is easy to perform using an additional pin of the controller dedicated to this function. Unfortunately, the pin count in integrated circuits, particularly where cost or size is a consideration, is very critical and no pin may be available for such a function.

[0010] It would be desirable, then, to be able to combine the skipping peak current adjustment with the current sense function such that both functions may use the same input pin on the integrated circuit.


Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a switched mode power supply.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the controller of FIG. 1 showing the control mechanism for the switching transistor operating in current mode.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the controller of FIG. 1 showing one solution to programming the skipping mode of the power supply operating in current mode.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the
controller of FIG. 1 showing a preferred embodiment of the instant invention for a power supply operating in current mode.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the controller of FIG. 1 showing a preferred embodiment of the instant invention for a power supply operating in voltage mode.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a flyback switched mode power supply having the capability of operating in the skipping mode. While a flyback switched mode power supply has been chosen to exemplify the invention, the invention itself can be used in other applications as well, such as other types of switched mode power supplies, DC to DC converters or the like. Such a power supply may have an input voltage from the mains applied to an input RFI filter 10, the output of which is applied across a conventional diode bridge rectifier 12. The diodes may have filtering capacitors associated with them. A bulk capacitor 14 filters the rectified output of the bridge rectifier 12 that is applied to a primary inductor 16 of a power transformer 18. The power transformer 18 has additionally a secondary winding 20, which is a voltage-regulated secondary winding and two additional secondary windings 22 and 24 which are not directly regulated, but are indirectly regulated as a result of the regulation of the peak current through primary inductor 16 of transformer 18. One additional winding, designated as Aux, or auxiliary 26, is provided.

[0014] The additional secondary windings 22 and 24 may be used to power different circuits of the load apparatus. For example, if the load apparatus is a television receiver, the directly regulated output from secondary winding 20 may be used to provide power to the CRT while one of the additional outputs may power the audio circuitry and another the picture quality circuitry in the receiver.

[0015] A power transistor 30, which may be a power switch MOSFET is coupled to a diode 32, which, in turn, is connected to the junction of a resistor 34 and capacitor 36. The resistor 34 is connected to the rectified output of the diode bridge 12. The diode 32, resistor 34 and capacitor 36 form a clamping circuit to protect the transistor 30 from excessive voltages. The gate of the power transistor 30 is controlled by the output of a switched mode power supply (SMPS) controller 40. Power for the controller 40 is supplied from the auxiliary winding 26 through diode 42, which passes only positive voltage to the terminal Vcc of the controller and to charge capacitor 44. The output of the auxiliary winding 26 is also applied, through resistor 46, designated Rdem, to a pin of the controller 40, the function of which will be discussed later.

[0016] The side of the primary inductor not coupled to the rectified input voltage is coupled to a snubber circuit comprising a capacitor 50, a resistor 52 and a diode 54. The snubber circuit, the purpose of which is to reduce the switching stresses, is shown for completeness but is not necessarily used, particularly in low power applications. The snubber circuit is, in turn, coupled through a resistor Rsense 56 to ground. Resistor Rsense 56 is also coupled through a resistor Rsense 56 to the Isense pin of the controller 40.

[0017] The positive terminal of regulated secondary winding 20 of power transformer 16, which provides the main source of energy for the load, is half-wave rectified by diode 60 and capacitor 62, and filtered by capacitor 64. The positive terminal is also coupled to a voltage divider 66 (one resistor of which may be variable for purposes of initially setting the output regulation level) that senses the output voltage of the power supply. The tap of the voltage divider is applied as an input to a programmable reference 68 that functions as a comparator. From voltage divider 66 a portion of the output voltage is applied to the input of programmable reference 68 so that the programmable reference draws a current representative of the difference between the actual output voltage and the desired output voltage. A suitable programmable reference may be a Part No. TL 431, manufactured by ON Semiconductor, Inc. Other comparator devices, operational amplifiers, or techniques could be used, of course, the cited programmable reference being merely exemplary.

[0018] The current through programmable reference 68 is applied to an opto coupler emitter diode 70 that is part of an optical coupler used to provide isolation between the output and input circuits of the power supply. The other part of the optical coupler, the receiver 72, which receives a copy of the current in the programmable reference, is coupled to the feedback pin of the controller 40. The feedback pin therefore receives a signal representative of the difference between the output voltage and the desired output voltage. While a secondary sensing application using an opto coupler is shown, other regulation and coupling means could be used, for example, primary sensing regulation.

[0019] In operation, when an input voltage from the mains is applied to the filter 10 and bridge rectifier 12, a rectified input voltage is applied to the primary inductor 16 of transformer 18. At the same time a rectified voltage from the diode bridge is applied to pin 8 of the integrated circuit controller 40. This voltage is connected internally of the controller 40 to pin 6 of the controller through a current generator circuit to provide a charge on capacitor 44. When the voltage on capacitor 44 exceeds a predetermined value, controller 40 becomes active, turning on and off the power transistor 30. When transistor 30 begins operating, current begins to flow in the primary inductor 16, so current then can be supplied by auxiliary winding 26 of the power transformer 18 through diode 42. If Vcc drops below a second threshold (lower than the first predetermined level) the internal current source will again begin to supply current to capacitor 44.

[0020] The controller 40 contains an oscillator that de-
the stored energy is represented by \( \frac{1}{2}L(I_{p}k)^2 - I_{ko}^2 \) inductor and \( I_{p}k \) is the primary inductor peak current output (where \( L \) is the inductance of the primary inductor) and it is turned off as soon as the primary inductor current exceeds a predetermined level which will be explained in more detail later. In voltage mode, the on-time of the transistor 30 is controlled rather than the peak current. So after the clock has produced the power switch turn on signal, the power switch turns off when the desired on-time has been reached. In skipping mode, as will be discussed in detail, the power switch can be kept off for several oscillator periods.

The primary inductor current rises linearly during the power switch on-time. During the off-time in discontinuous mode, i.e., when no on-time is allowed as long as there is some current flowing through the transformer, the stored energy \( \frac{1}{2}L(I_{p}k)^2 \) is transferred to the output (where \( L \) is the inductance of the primary inductor) and \( I_{p}k \) is the primary inductor peak current obtained at the end of the on-time). In continuous mode the stored energy is represented by \( \frac{1}{2}L(I_{p}k)^2 - I_{ko}^2 \) where \( I_{ko} \) is the initial current value at the beginning of the on-time. The voltage divider 66 provides the programmable reference 68 so that programmable reference 68 draws a current representing the difference between the desired output voltage level and the actual voltage value. The current generated by the comparator 68 is coupled by the optical coupler 70, 72 to pin 3, the feedback pin of the controller 40. This feedback path sets the internal current level setting circuit in the regulation block of the controller 40, which determines the peak current level needed to supply the power required by the load.

The current through the primary inductor 16 of transformer 18 is sensed by Rsense 56 and a voltage representative of the primary current is applied through resistor Rcs 58 to pin 2, Isense, of controller 40. Internally of controller 40, as will be explained later, the voltage applied to pin 2 is compared to the regulation block output (in current mode) so that the power MOSFET 30 is turned off when the sensed voltage exceeds this threshold. In this manner, the peak current and then the transferred power is tuned to provide the appropriate output voltage.

For completeness of description, through resistor Rdem 46 the voltage of aux 26 is applied to pin 1 of controller 40 for demagnetization protection. A circuit within controller 40, which forms no part of the instant invention, uses the applied voltage to determine when the current through transformer 18 passes through zero, and inhibits the turn-on of power transistor 30 until a zero current is detected. Current increases linearly in the transformer when transistor 30 is turned on. When the transistor turns on and the power switches off, the current through the transformer 18 decreases linearly from a peak to zero. During this time there is positive voltage across Aux. As the current across Aux passes through zero and is sensed by the circuit at pin 1. Inhibiting the turn-on of transistor 30 until the transformer current is zero ensures discontinuous operation of the transistor 30 to avoid overstress of the transistor caused by operation in a continuous mode. Skipping mode is accomplished by holding transistor 30 off when a power packet is to be skipped. FIG. 2 shows a circuit for driving transistor 30 to turn on or remain off depending upon whether the load requires more power. The resistors Rsense 56 and Rcs 58 as well as transistor 30 are shown. In this as in the remaining figures, comparable circuit elements are assigned the same numbers. Rcs is connected to the Isense pin of the controller 40. The remainder of the circuitry shown in FIG. 2 and the other figures is circuitry that is within the integrated circuit controller 40. Coupled to the input pin is a current sense comparator 80. Also connected as an input to comparator 80 is the output of the regulation block, also internal to the controller 40. The Regulation Block Output represents the peak current necessary to supply the needed power to the output. As previously noted, the voltage divider 66 provides a portion of the output voltage to the comparator 68. If the voltage is above a predetermined threshold, a current is generated by the comparator 68 that is coupled by the optical coupler 70, 72 to pin 3, the feedback pin of the controller 40. This feedback sets the internal current level setting circuit in the regulation block of the controller 40, which determines the peak current level needed to supply the power required by the load.

The resistor Rsense measures the current in the primary inductor 16 of transformer 18 that is converted to a representative voltage applied to Isense through resistor Rcs. This voltage is compared to the output of the regulation block in comparator 80. If the voltage at Rsense exceeds the regulation block output a latch 82 is reset and NOR gate 84 is switched off. NOR gate 84 drives an output circuit that adjusts the voltage and current of the gate output to drive the gate of transistor 30. When the output of NOR gate 84 is off, or low, transistor 30 is turned off. When transistor 30 is on, current flows through the primary of transformer 18. When transistor 30 is off, the power is transferred to the output. A clock signal of approximately 65 kHz applied to the latch 82, as previously noted, attempts to set the latch 84 and turn the transistor on. The latch has a stronger reset than set, so if a reset signal and a clock signal are received, the comparator output resets to low. When the sensed current exceeds the required level, the latch 82 is reset and the output is turned off.

The regulation block output controls the peak current in the primary inductor 16 of the transformer 18. The output of the regulation block is also compared, in comparator 86, to a signal vsm, which is an internally generated signal of approximately 0.3 volts. The regulation block output signal can vary between 0 and 1 volt.
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[0028] FIG. 3 shows an alternative embodiment of the circuit of FIG. 2. The circuit and operation are identical to that of FIG. 2 except that Vsm is generated off-chip and can therefore be adjusted. This requires an extra pin on the integrated circuit to be dedicated to this function, however, and is therefore not an optimal solution.

[0029] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the controller of FIG. 1 showing a preferred embodiment of the instant invention for a power supply operating in current mode. In this circuit, the voltage Vsm is generated across resistor Rcs 58, that is, the size of resistor 58 is chosen to bias the Isense input such as to set the thresh-

old of the comparator according to the skipping peak cur-

rent desired for the particular application. This selection

of the size of resistor Rcs allows the skipping threshold to be programmed.

[0030] When the controller output is low (i.e., the tran-

isistor 30 is off) a current source Ismp through a switch

88 injects a current through the current sense pin Isense. This current flows through the external resistor Rcs 58 and the sense resistor Rsense 56. The voltage that is then produced on the pin Isense is used as the skipping peak current threshold and in essence substitutes for the Vsm voltage of FIGs. 2 and 3. In effect, this voltage is compared to the output of the regulation block output so that the output of comparator 80 is high if the regulation block output is lower than this threshold. Consequently the latch 82 is reset and, if reset is stronger than set, the latch output cannot be turned on by the clock signal. As a result, no turn on of transistor 30 is possible until the regulation block output exceeds the skipping peak cur-

ent threshold. Thus the skipping mode threshold is approxi-

mately (Rsense+Rcs)*Ismp. In practice, Rsense 56 is in the range of one ohm and Rcs 58 is in the range of 1000 ohms, so Rsense can be neglected compared to Rcs and a good skipping mode threshold approximation is Vsm=Rcs*Ismp. When the regulation block output ex-

ceeds the threshold, the output of comparator 80 goes low, the next clock signal causes the output of NOR gate 84 to go high, turning on transistor 30. As the output of NOR gate 84 goes high, the current Ismp is no longer applied across resistor Rs. At this point the Isense volt-

age appears at the input of comparator to be compared to the regulation block output voltage as in the previous circuits. In this way one comparator can perform the func-

tions of the two comparators of FIGs. 2 and 3, and no additional pin is necessary to allow programmability of the skipping threshold.

[0031] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the controller of FIG. 1 showing a preferred embodiment of the instant invention for a power supply operating in voltage mode. In current mode, the controller 40 controls the peak power current in the primary of power trans-

former 18. In voltage mode the controller 40 controls the power switch on-time. In this embodiment as in that of FIG. 4, the current sense pin Isense offset is utilized to build the skipping mode threshold as in the circuit of FIG. 4. So switch 88 is closed when the output of the compa-

rator 84 is low and a threshold current is established across resistors Rcs 58 and Rsense 56. The voltage pro-

duced is applied to comparator 86 and compared to the regulation block output. In this case a separate compa-

rator must be used. The regulation block output controls the on-time of transistor 30. When the current sense pin voltage exceeds the regulation block output the output of comparator 86 goes high, turning off the NOR gate output 84 and turning off transistor 30. The power transfer being interrupted, the output voltages decrease and the regulation block output rises. When the regulation block output exceeds the voltage of the Isense offset, the output of comparator 86 goes low and power transfer is allowed again. The function of current sense comparator 80 in this circuit is primarily for protection.
voltage conversion devices such as DC to DC converters. In each of these FIGs., likewise, the circuits allow implementation of the programmable skipping mode without requiring an additional input pin to the controller.

Claims

1. A controller (40) having a circuit for use in a power conversion apparatus, the apparatus having a substantially direct current input voltage, an output transformer (18) having a primary inductor (16) and at least a secondary winding (20), a sensor (66,68,70) for sensing the power required at the output of the power conversion apparatus and for generating a voltage representative thereof, a sensor (56,58) for sensing the peak current in the primary inductor (16) and for developing a voltage representative thereof, wherein a transistor (30) controls the transfer of energy from the primary inductor (16) to the secondary winding (20) and is coupled to the controller (40) for switching the transistor (30) on and off at a predetermined rate, the circuit comprising:

- means (3) for receiving the voltage representative of the power required,
- a comparator (80),
- a current source (Ismp) for developing a biasing voltage representative of the desired peak current in the primary inductor (16) across a resistor (56,58) external to the controller (40) during the time when the transistor (30) is switched off,
- means (2) for applying the biasing voltage to the comparator (80), wherein the output of the comparator (80) is adapted to be coupled to the gate of the transistor (30),

characterized in that the circuit further comprises:

- means for applying the voltage representative of the power required at the output to the comparator (80) for comparing the voltage representative of the power required to the biasing voltage, for causing the transistor (30) to skip on-cycles, when the power required at the output is below the power the biasing voltage is representative of.

2. A controller according to either claim 1 further comprising:

- means for receiving the voltage representative of the peak current during the time when the transistor (30) is switched on and applying the voltage representative of the peak current to the comparator (80), and wherein the comparator (80) compares the voltage representative of the power required at the output to the voltage representative of the peak current for turning off the transistor (30) when the desired peak current through the primary inductor (16) has been reached.

3. A controller according to claim 2, wherein the means for receiving the voltage representative of the peak current and the means for receiving the biasing voltage are provided as a common input for the controller (40).

4. A controller according to any preceding claim, wherein the output of the comparator (80) is coupled to a logic gate (82), and the output of the logic gate (82) is available for coupling to the gate of the transistor (30), and wherein the output of the logic gate (82) is available for controlling the time of application of the current source to an external resistor (58).

5. A method for a power conversion apparatus having a substantially direct current input voltage, an output transformer having a primary inductor (16) and at least a secondary winding (20), a transistor (30) for controlling the transfer of energy from the primary inductor (16) to the secondary winding (20) and a controller (40) for switching the transistor (30) on and off at a predetermined rate; the method comprising the steps of:

- receiving a voltage signal representative of the power required at the output of the conversion apparatus;
- receiving a voltage signal representative of the peak current in the primary inductor (16);
- providing a current source for developing a biasing voltage representative of the desired peak current in the primary inductor (16) across a resistor (58) external to the controller (40) during a time when the transistor (30) is switched off;
- the method characterized by the steps of:

  - comparing the voltage signal representative of the power required to the biasing voltage; and
  - using the comparison to generate a control signal for causing the transistor (30) to skip on-cycles when the power required at the output is below the power the biasing voltage is representative of.

6. A method according to claim 5, further comprising the steps of:

- receiving the voltage representative of the peak current during the time when the transistor (30) is switched on, and
- comparing the voltage representative of the power required at the output to the voltage representative of the peak current for turning off the
transistor (30) when the desired peak current through the primary inductor (16) has been reached.

7. A method according to claim 6 wherein the voltage representative of the peak current and the biasing voltage are provided on a common input to the controller (40).

8. A method according to any one of claims 6 or 7, wherein the comparison is used for controlling the switching of the transistor (30).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Steuergerät (40) mit einer Schaltung zur Verwendung in einer Energiewandereinrichtung, wobei die Einrichtung eine Eingangsspannung mit im wesentlichen Gleichspannung enthält, einen Ausgangstransformator (18) mit einer Primärspule (16) und wenigstens einer Sekundärwicklung (20), einem Sensor (66, 68, 70) zur Erfassung der am Ausgang der Energiewandereinrichtung erforderlichen Leistung und zur Erzeugung einer diese repräsentierenden Spannung und einem Sensor (56, 58) zur Erfassung des Spitzenstroms in der Primärspule (16) und zur Entwicklung einer dieser repräsentierenden Spannung, wobei ein Transistor (30) die Übertragung von Energie von der Primärspule (16) auf die zweite Windung (20) steuert und mit dem Steuergerät (40) mittels eines logischen Gates (82) gekoppelt ist, wobei die Schaltung enthält: Mittel (3) zur Aufnahme der die erforderliche Leistung repräsentierenden Spannung und einem Sensor (66, 68, 70) zur Erfassung der am Ausgang der Energiewandereinrichtung erforderlichen Leistung und zur Erzeugung einer diese repräsentierenden Spannung und einem Sensor (56, 58) zur Erfassung des Spitzenstroms in der Primärspule (16) und zur Entwicklung einer dieser repräsentierenden Spannung, wobei ein Transistor (30) die Übertragung von Energie von der Primärspule (16) auf die zweite Windung (20) steuert und mit dem Steuergerät (40) zum Ein- und Ausschalten des Transistors (30) in einer bestimmten Rate gekoppelt ist, wobei die Schaltung enthält: Mittel (3) zur Aufnahme der die erforderliche Leistung repräsentierenden Spannung und einen Komparator (80), eine Stromquelle (I_{\text{MP}}) zur Entwicklung einer Vorspannung über einem Widerstand (56, 58), die dem gewünschten Spitzenstrom in der Primärspule (16) entspricht, der dem Steuergerät (40) extern während der Zeit, in der der Transistor (30) abgeschaltet ist, zugeschaltet ist, Mittel (2) zum Anlegen der Vorspannung an den Komparator (80), wobei der Ausgang des Komparators (80) mit dem Gate des Transistors (30) verbindbar ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Schaltung ferner enthält: Mittel zum Anlegen der Spannung, die für die am Ausgang erforderlichen Leistung repräsentativ ist an den Komparator (80) zum Vergleichen der die erforderliche Leistung repräsentierenden Spannung mit der Vorspannung, um den Transistor (30) Einschaltzyklen überspringen zu lassen, wenn die erforderliche Leistung am Ausgang unterhalb der Leistung liegt, für die die Vorspannung repräsentativ ist.

2. Steuergerät nach Anspruch 1, welches ferner enthält: Mittel zum Empfang der Spannung, die den Spitzenstrom während der Zeit repräsentiert, in der der Transistor (30) eingeschaltet ist und Auslegen der Spannung, die den Spitzenstrom repräsentiert, an den Komparator (80), und wobei der Komparator (80) die Spannung, die der am Ausgang erforderlichen Leistung entspricht mit der Spannung, die dem Spitzenstrom zur Ausschaltung des Transistors (30) entspricht, vergleicht, wenn der gewünschte Spitzenstrom über die Primärspule (16) erreicht ist.

3. Steuergerät nach Anspruch 2, bei dem die Mittel zur Aufnahme der Spannung, die dem Spitzenstrom entspricht und der Mittel zur Aufnahme der Vorspannung als gemeinsamer Eingang des Steuergeräts (40) vorgesehen sind.

4. Steuergerät gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Ausgang des Komparators (80) mit einem logischen Gate (82) gekoppelt ist und der Ausgang des logischen Gates (82) an das Gate des Transistors (30) koppelbar ist, und wobei der Ausgang des logischen Gates (82) zur Steuerung der Zeit der Aufbringung der Stromquelle auf einen externen Widerstand (58) verfügbar ist.


6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, das weiter Folgendes enthält: Aufnahme der Spannung, die dem Spitzenstrom während der Zeit entspricht, in der der Transistor (30) eingeschaltet ist und Vergleichen der
Spannung, die der erforderlichen Leistung am Ausgang entspricht mit der Spannung, die dem Spitzensstrom zum Abschalten des Transistors (30) entspricht, wenn der gewünschte Spitzensstrom über die Primärspule (16) erreicht ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, bei dem die Spannung, die dem Spitzensstrom und der Vorspannung entspricht, auf einem gemeinsamen Eingang des Steuergeräts (40) vorhanden ist.


**Revendications**

1. Contrôleur ayant un circuit destiné à être utilisé dans un dispositif de conversion de puissance, le dispositif ayant une tension d’entrée en courant sensiblement continu, un transformateur de sortie (18) ayant une inductance primaire (16) et au moins un enroulement secondaire (20), un capteur (66, 68, 70) pour détecter la puissance requise à la sortie du dispositif de conversion de puissance et pour générer une tension représentative de celle-ci, un capteur (56, 58) pour détecter le courant de crête dans l'inductance primaire (16) et pour développer une tension représentative de celui-ci, un transistor (30) pour commander le transfert d'énergie de l'inductance primaire (16) à l'enroulement secondaire (20) et est couplé au contrôleur (40) pour allumer et éteindre le transistor (30) à une cadence prédéterminée, le circuit comprenant :

   - des moyens (3) pour recevoir la tension représentative de la puissance requise, un comparateur (80), une source de courant (Ismp) pour développer une tension de polarisation représentative du courant de crête souhaitée dans l'inductance primaire (16), à travers une résistance (56, 58) externe au contrôleur (40), durant le temps pendant lequel le transistor (30) est éteint, des moyens (2) pour appliquer la tension de polarisation au comparateur (80), dans lesquels la sortie du comparateur (80) est adaptée pour être couplée à la grille du transistor (30),

   caractérisé en ce que le circuit comprend de plus des moyens pour appliquer la tension représentative de la puissance requise à la sortie du comparateur (80) pour comparer la tension représentative de la puissance requise pour la tension de polarisation obligeant le transistor à sauter les cycles ‘allumé’, quand la puissance requise à la sortie est inférieure à la puissance que la tension de polarisation repré-

2. Contrôleur selon la revendication 1 comprenant de plus des moyens pour recevoir la tension représentative du courant de crête durant le temps pendant lequel le transistor (30) est allumé et pour appliquer la tension représentative du courant de crête au comparateur (80), et dans lequel le comparateur (80) compare la tension représentative de la puissance requise à la sortie à la tension représentative du courant de crête pour éteindre le transistor (30) quand le courant de crête souhaité à travers l'inductance primaire (16) a été atteint.

3. Contrôleur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les moyens pour recevoir la tension représentative du courant de crête et les moyens pour recevoir la tension de polarisation sont pourvus comme une entrée commune au contrôleur (40).

4. Contrôleur selon la revendication précédente, dans lequel la sortie du comparateur (80) est couplée à une porte logique (82), et la sortie de la porte logique (82) est disponible pour un couplage à la grille du transistor (30), et dans lequel la sortie de la porte logique (82) est disponible pour commander le temps d'application de la source de courant à une résistance externe (58).

5. Procédé pour dispositif de conversion de puissance ayant une tension d’entrée en courant sensiblement continu, un transformateur de sortie ayant une inductance primaire (16) et au moins un enroulement secondaire (20), un transistor (30) pour commander le transfert d'énergie de l'inductance primaire (16) à l'enroulement secondaire (20) et un contrôleur (40) pour allumer ou éteindre le transistor (30) à une cadence prédéterminée, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistent à :

   - recevoir un signal de tension représentatif de la puissance requise à la sortie du dispositif de conversion,
   - recevoir un signal de tension représentatif du courant de crête dans l'inductance primaire (16); fournir une source de tension pour développer une tension de polarisation représentative du courant de crête souhaité dans l'inductance primaire (16) à travers une résistance (58) externe au contrôleur (40) durant un temps pendant lequel le transistor (30) est éteint, le procédé étant caractérisé par les étapes consistent à comparer le signal de tension représentatif de la puissance requise à la tension de polarisation ; et utiliser la comparaison pour générer un signal de commande pour obliger le transistor (30) à sauter les cycles ‘allumé’ quand la puissance
requise à la sortie est inférieure à la puissance que la tension de polarisation représente.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant de plus les étapes consistant à :

   recevoir la tension représentative du courant de crête durant le temps pendant lequel le transis-
   tor (30) est allumé, et
   comparer la tension représentative de la puiss-
   ance requise à la sortie à la tension représen-
   tative du courant de crête requise pour éteindre
   le transistor (30) quand le courant de crête sou-
  haité à travers l’inductance primaire (16) a été
   atteint.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la ten-
   sion représentative du courant de crête et la tension
   de polarisation sont fournies au contrôleur (40) sur
   une entrée commune.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 6 ou 7, dans lequel la comparaison est utilisée pour
   commander la commutation du transistor (30).
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